What about the release of the hostages and detainees in IRAQ?
14 April 2003
To: President Bush
By:
All Iraqi governments did persecute Failyee Kurds & did forced displacement to them, the worst
campaigns happened in 1980& the following years; whereby more than half million Failyee Kurds
were driven by to Iran after seizing all their properties& taking all the formal documents that proved
their identity, school certificates, real estate documents&status in Iraq as Iraqi citizens.

Worse than that; the Iraqi regime detained thousands of Failyee Kurds young men in many
detention centers at “Al-Efdhealia”, “Abo Eghreab” & “Noqrat Al-Salman”.
Those innocent detainees were never charged nor had the right for legal due process. Some of them did
not have the right for visits, while others were having some visits, until 1986 where no more visits were
allowed. So, frankly; no one learned about the destiny of those detainees. Such unlawful acts increased
the suffering of those innocent detainees in addition to their families.
Even the criminals; whole over the world; would have the rights for due process, & on the worst cases;
the prisoner would be set free after twenty five years jail for his/her crime, while our innocent detainees
neither had the right for due process nor they were released after more than twenty three years jail.
We did our best during the past years to show our case to the human rights organizations in Iran (the
country we were sent by force) & European countries (that granted us asylum). But unfortunately we
neither obtained promising answers nor did they condemn the acts of Iraqi government, the fact that
add more harm to our tragedy.
As you now many of the jail in Iraq have opened on the last few days. We need your help to know
about our hostages , please help us to know about them , all the hostages family need to know about
their hostages in Iraq. Please

help our hostages in Iraq.

Yours sincerely
Faylee Kurds General Council
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